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Background
• In densely populated regions, residential losses account for the 

majority of tornado damage costs

• In the US, the annual average losses for tornadoes are the same as 
for hurricanes.

All photos, unless noted otherwise, were provided by Dr. D.O. Prevatt



Fujita Scale

• Developed by Ted Fujita at 
Univ. of Chicago in the 1960s

• Explicit correlation of damage 
states is a strength

• Residential home primary 
damage indicator

• Limited number of damage 
indicators is a challenge

• Implemented by NWS in 
1970s; but widely used 
around the world

From Fujita (1981)



Fujita Scale

Fujita connected the Beaufort 

Scale with Mach numbers: 

from “light damage” at F0,

to “incredible damage” at F5,

to F12, which was equated to the 

Speed of Sound (Ma = 1).

from Fujita (1971); see 

http://www.spc.noaa.gov/efscale/



Fujita Scale

• Over time, researchers began to question the wind 

speeds, particularly at the high end of the range 

• The primary damage indicator (DI) in Fujita’s Scale is 

wood-frame houses, which many believed could be 

“leveled… and swept away” at much lower wind 

speeds.

• The US National Weather Service writes that:

“these precise wind speed numbers are 

actually guesses and have never been 

scientifically verified”

• The small number of damage indicators along with the 

lack of recognition of the quality of construction were 

significant problems.



Enhanced-Fujita (EF) Scale

• Developed by Texas Tech University using an Expert-Elicitation Process

• Because of the intent to maintain the utility of existing tornado databases, 

viz, same scale for same damage (EF3=F3), as well as the lowered speeds at 

the high end of the scale, base, the scale speeds were lowered.

• Brought in many more Damage Indicators (DI) – 28 of them!



Damage Indicators – Wood-Frame Houses



Enhanced-Fujita Scale

Environment Canada, ec.gc.ca

EF-Scale 
Rating

Estimated Wind Speed
(km/h)

0 90 – 130

1 135 – 175

2 180 – 220



Enhanced-Fujita Scale
Sheathing Loss



Enhanced-Fujita Scale
Failure of Roof-to-Wall Connection (RTWC)



• Rafter/top plate

• Roof joist/top plate

• Wall stud/bottom plate

• Wall/foundation

Wood-Frame Houses – Points of  Vulnerability

Wind Loads are Upwards!



Global roof failure

Nails are very important to how houses perform

Wood-Frame Houses – Points of  Vulnerability



Wall failures (following roof failures) – DOD 7

Barrie Tornado, 1985



Full-scale lab testing shows that small connection details determine 

what fails and when – it’s the little details that matter.



Full-scale lab testing shows that small connection details determine 

what fails and when – it’s the little details that matter.

IS THERE ANYTHING WE CAN DO?



LARGE-SCALE LABS for testing low-rise/residential buildings

UWO

IBHS

UF

FIU



• Main purpose of houses is to control our environment/climate and provide 
safety

• Design evolved through a traditional process

• They are not really engineered

• Many elements, closely spaced - difficult to analyze

• Variable material properties and connection strengths

Houses – our most common type of  structure –
are complicated to analyze



Insurance Institute for Business and Home Safety (IBHS) 

Research Center, South Carolina, USA



Top wind speeds of 200km/hr on full-scale structures…can add rain, hail and wildfire

Insurance Institute for Business and Home Safety (IBHS) 

Research Center, South Carolina, USA

https://disastersafety.org/videos/fortified-videos/



WindEEE Dome (UWO)



The “3 Little Pigs” project



Structural Roof Failures

Lab tests of toe-nailed connections

	

	

	

Roof	truss	

	

	

	

A	toe-nailed	connection	

(after	withdrawal	from	

top	plate	in	lab	test).	

	

The	building	code	

requires	3	nails	to	

connect	each	roof	truss	

to	the	top	plate	of	the	

walls.	

Top	of	wall	(top	plate)	

Our test data shows that 2 missing nails per connection reduces the 

failure inducing wind speed by about 40%



Calculation of  Failure-Inducing Wind Speeds
using Fragility Analysis

Gable roof, 6/12 roof                  Hip roof, 6/12 roof slope      



Building shape plays a significant role in the response & 
performance of wood-frame houses

Barrie Tornado, 1985

Hip Roofs

Gable Roofs

Gable roofs begin to fail around 170 km/hr (gust speed); hip roofs around 230 km/hr!



Errors in Construction

Errors in construction will alter all of these results. These effects can be estimated, but 

they are hard to identify in damage surveys (especially in massive events). This is a 

significant short-coming.

from Kopp et al. (2017)



	
	

	

	

Hurricane	Clip	

	

	

	

	

Top	of	wall	(top	plate)	

Roof	truss	

Structural Roof Failures

In contrast, inexpensive roof clips roughly double the capacity.

Our analysis suggests that these would have kept the roofs on in 

recent Ontario tornadoes (e.g., Vaughan, Angus).

SO, USING HIP ROOFS, HURRICANE STRAPS 

(AND LONGER NAILS FOR THE SHEATHING) 

ARE WE DONE?



Hip-roof performance
• Past research has focused on two predominant modes of 

residential roof failure

Failure of Roof-to-Wall 

Connection (RTWC) Sheathing Loss 

???



Hip-roof performance
• Past research has focused on two predominant modes of 

residential roof failure. We have been re-evaluating this for 
other modes



• Past research has focused on two predominant modes of 
residential roof failure. We have been re-evaluating this for 
other modes

Hip-roof performance



Damage Statistics

Region Partial 

Failure

RTWC 

Failure

Sheathing

Failure

Wall 

Collapse

1 42% 40% 10% 8%

2 15% 2% 22% 18%



Modeling Methodology



Truss Demand/Capacity Results 

Failure happens when: 

Demand/Capacity (D/C) = 1.0



Stick-Frame Design
• Section 9.23 of NBCC 2010 provides prescriptive 

design requirements for wood-frame construction



Stick-Frame D/C Results

• The toe-nailed RTWC is still the weak link (Jt. 2), 
followed by the ridge joint between the jack and hip 
rafters (Jt. 1)

• At the base of the roof, the connection between the 
jack rafter and the ceiling joist was estimated to 
have a capacity of over 5000 N (D/C = 0.2)



Stick-Frame Failure Observation



Hip-roof performance
• Framing failures of wood-frame roofs occur at least as often 

as RTWC failures in the studied neighborhoods

• Damage photos suggest that stick-frame structures may be 
especially vulnerable

• Toe-nailed RTWCs are still the most vulnerable component 
of a single truss or stick-frame section under uniform uplift

• Hurricane straps may shift failure to weak metal plate 
connections within a truss, or to nailed connections at the 
ridge of the jack rafter in stick-frame construction



• Small details are what make our houses resilient to 
extreme storms and weather

• Hurricane straps and longer nails will make all 
houses more resilient

• To make all houses resilient to up to EF-2 
tornadoes, truss roofs should also be used (with 
hurricane straps).

• Better interior connections in the roof structure may 
be required… which we are currently examining.

Conclusions


